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Abstract—Customer’ needs, quality, and value creation while reducing costs through supply chain management provides challenges and opportunities for companies and researchers. In the light of these challenges, modern ideas must contribute to counter these challenges and exploit opportunities. Therefore, this paper discusses the impact of the quality cost on revenue sharing as a most important incentive to configure business networks.

This paper develops the quality cost approach to align with the modern era. It develops a model to measure quality costs which might enable firms to manage revenue sharing in a supply chain. The developed model includes five categories; besides the well-known four categories (namely prevention costs, appraisal costs, internal failure costs, and external failure costs), a new category has been developed in this research as a new vision of the relationship between quality costs and innovations in industry. This new category is Recycle Cost. This paper also examines whether such quality costs in supply chains influence the revenue sharing between partners.

Using the author’s quality cost model, the relationship between quality costs and revenue sharing among partners is examined using a case study in an Egyptian manufacturing company which is a part of a supply chain. This paper argues that the revenue-sharing proportion allocated to supplier increases as the recycle cost of supplier increases, and the revenue-sharing proportion allocated to manufacturer increases as the prevention and appraisal costs increase, as well as the failure costs, the recycle costs of manufacturer, and the recycle costs of suppliers decrease. However, the results present surprising findings.

The purposes of this study are developing quality cost approach and understanding the relationships between quality costs and revenue sharing in supply chains. Therefore, the present study contributes to theory and practice by explaining how the cost of recycling can be combined in quality cost model to better understanding the revenue sharing among partners in supply chains.
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I. INTRODUCTION

HERE is a growing recognition that supply chain management offers significant opportunities for firms to create strategic advantage, enhance financial performance, and achieve mutually beneficial performance outcomes [1]. No doubt, the costs directly have an influence on size of income generated by a business network. Recently, considerable attention has been devoted to investigate quality cost in supply chains. Although external failure cost is the most commonly used measure of quality [2], [3], it is not a sufficient measure for the total cost of quality across the entire supply chain [4]. Some studies, e.g. [5], focused on total quality cost at suppliers and suggested adding the quality cost of manufacturers (plants) in their model for further research. On the other hand, some studies investigated the revenue sharing in supply chain management, for example, [6] shows that significant returns are realized for all supply chain partners in revenue sharing cases, and the performance improves through coordination with revenue sharing contracts [6]. Reference [7] developed a model measuring segment profitability and coordinating self-interested supply chain partners. They found that the firm, within a supply chain, sometimes benefits from devoting resources to less profitable segments and perhaps even from serving seemingly unprofitable markets or customers.

This study presents an advanced theoretical model for quality cost that enhanced models of quality cost presented in the literature. Recycle cost is a new category added to quality cost approach in this paper. Recycle cost is introduced in this paper due to the expectations for next period to have new systems to products reused, remanufactured, recycled and redesigned.

The motivation to this study is the forecast for the next era. Some experts predict that manufacturing in 2050 will look very different from today; a new vision for manufacturing will appear. Constant adaptability will pervade all aspects of manufacturing in supply chain, from research and development to innovation, production processes, supplier and customer interdependencies, and lifetime product maintenance and repair. Products and processes will be sustainable, with built-in reuse, remanufacturing and recycling for products reaching the end of their useful lives. Closed loop systems will be used to eliminate energy and water waste and to recycle physical waste. These developments will further emphasize the key role of physical production in opening innovative new revenue streams [8]. Therefore, the purposes of this study are developing a model to measure quality costs, which has five categories; prevention cost, appraisal cost, internal failure cost, external failure cost, and recycle cost. It then examines whether such quality costs in a supply chain influence the revenue sharing among partners.

This study contributes in the literature to develop quality cost model in the companies are interested in introducing green product which can be recycled. The present study focuses on quality costs in supply chain and reflects quality cost elements relating to the manufacturers and suppliers. Further, it examines the impact of such quality costs on revenue sharing in a supply chain. To examine this issue, this study uses detailed quality cost data collected from a car filters manufacturer regarding its contractual arrangements with its partners.
suppliers. Due to data limitations, some studies use surveys that explain observed behavior in the expected relationship. This study conducts a more powerful test of the relationship between quality costs and revenue sharing by using data from individual partner. This study provides a more direct examination of whether quality cost affects the percentage of total revenue each partner in a supply chain.

This paper is planned as follows: Section II presents the related literature review. Section III discusses the theoretical development of this study. In this section, the quality cost approach is developed and the impact of quality cost on revenue sharing in supply chain is investigated. Section IV includes a research method which conducts a case study and presents the statistical results. Section V discusses the results and shows future opportunities for research. Finally, Section VI summarizes the theoretical and practical results of this study.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

In management accounting literature, there is no research, to the best of the author's knowledge, investigates the relationship between quality costs and revenue sharing in supply chains. However, the relevant literature is examined as follows:

A. Quality Cost in Supply Chain

Many firms are now increasingly adopting inter-firm contractual arrangements to achieve competitive advantage. Firms gain many benefits from such arrangements because of the changing of relationships from short-term to long-term, such benefits as increasing market share, cost reduction, improve performance, as well as gain more skills and knowledge [9]-[13].

Supply chain linkages are critical to quality, on-time delivery, and cost reduction. From the supply chain viewpoint, provision of high quality products at low cost helps firms satisfy more customers and raise supply chain profits. Although quality cost has been applied within a large number of companies as an in-house measurement, it is crucial to extend quality cost as an external measure and integrate traditional manufacturing costs and distribution costs into supply chain modeling [14], [15].

Quality cost across a supply chain is the sum of the costs incurred across a supply chain in preventing poor quality of product and/or service to deliver to final consumer, the costs incurred to ensure and evaluate that the quality requirements are being met, and any other costs incurred as a result of poor quality [15].

Some studies investigated the relation between quality cost and supply chain management, such as [15] which gave the first step towards estimating quality cost in a supply chain. They estimated quality costs in monetary terms according to P-A-F model and used standard DMAIC (Define–Measure–Analyze–Improve–Control) methodology for analysis at selected third-party contract manufacturing sites of a pharmaceutical company. Ramudhin et al. [5] also focused on integration of quality cost in the supply chain. Their study presented a mathematical model for a single product, three-echelon system (i.e. suppliers, plants, and customer groups) that aimed at minimizing the overall operational and quality costs (i.e. total cost of production at the supplier, total cost of transportation from suppliers to plants, quality cost at the supplier, total production cost at the plant, total cost of transportation from plants to customers). Reference [5] focused on total quality cost at suppliers when making a decision of supplier selection. By removing the quality cost terms from the model, a difference of approximately 16 percent in the value of the objective function was obtained. When quality cost is not included, supplier that is running at a high quality failure cost is treated similarly to the one that is operating at a lower quality failure cost, given they both have the same production cost. Therefore, the final optimal network will choose key suppliers who have the lowest operational costs, without considering the quality failure cost from the defective components received from the suppliers. Thus, choices made solely on production cost may sacrifice quality and lead to additional quality failure costs or corrective action costs in the next stages of the supply chain. Reference [10] contributed to understand of the ability to manage inter-organizational quality cost that gives organizations an advantage over their competition. Moreover, [14] aimed to develop a strategic-level model for computing the quality cost in a formulation of a single-product, multi-stage, serial supply-chain network design (SCND) problem. Their study was dealing with the development of an SCND model that calculated the quality cost for a whole supply chain based on internal decisions within the manufacturing plants, such as fraction defective at the plant and error rate at inspection points. No earlier work has addressed how the quality cost curves are obtained by taking internal and operational decisions within the supply chain; in earlier studies, the total quality cost function based on percentage of defective units is assumed to be given. Reference [14] presented a model for supply chain design that considers the quality cost as well as the traditional manufacturing and distribution costs. The results show that quality cost function, although nonlinear, could be integrated into supply chain modeling and solved efficiently. More recently, [16] presented a methodology to compute the cost incurred by various partners within the supply chain due to the quality cost. A supply chain was consisting of three tiers, namely suppliers, manufacturers, and retailers. The proportion of good products among all products delivered to final customers is used as an overall parameter of quality level and assumed to be sufficient to represent quality. The proposed model seeks to benefit from prevention activities and make use of appraisal activities only when necessary or when the costs of prevention activities exceed appraisal costs by a great amount. A positive relationship between appraisal and internal failure costs emerged in the proposed model.

In summary, computing quality cost for a supply chain is the first step in integrating it into the decision process because it allows exploring the interrelationships among partners [16]. When quality cost is incorporated in a supply chain the overall
operation costs will decrease [5]; thereby the overall revenue will increase. Considering a supply chain with a manufacturer and a supplier, the manufacturer designs a product and owns the brand name, while the suppliers produce the components for the manufacturer. The production process at the supplier can yield nonconforming units, which incur some quality costs that are shared by both partners. Therefore, both partners have the incentive to improve quality [17], and share quality cost.

Recently, considerable attention has been devoted to quality cost in supply chain management. It is becoming a common practice among manufacturers to present suppliers with quality cost sharing agreements to ensure accountability of quality problems and to create incentives for process improvement [2], [15].

**B. Quality Cost Sharing in Supply Chain**

Many studies investigated quality cost sharing between partners in supply chain. For example, [2] modeled the fixed share rate contract for allocating the costs of internal failures, whereas [3] considered a more general contracting arrangement for external failures. Reference [3] discussed designing cost sharing contracts that maximize the manufacturer’s expected profit in a decentralized supply chain. They focused on sharing external quality costs of product recalls. They found that the optimal contract for the manufacturer was also the contract that coordinated the effort decisions of the manufacturer and the supplier and attained the first best profits and quality. Reference [18] also assumed that the internal (rework) and external (warranty) quality costs were shared among the partners at a fixed rate. Reference [4] analyzed the relationship in supply chains among product quality, cost of quality, and the information that could be contracted upon. In a risk neutral setting, the supplier incurred prevention costs to reduce the probability of selling a defective product, and the manufacturer incurred appraisal costs to inspect quality of the incoming part and discover defects. They assumed that the external quality costs are shared at a fixed rate. Otherwise, [17] stated that if the manufacturer’s share of the quality cost is relatively high, he may instead prefer a high-quality supplier even if this requires him to take over the quality improvement effort. They found that quality costs associated with each nonconforming unit, which may include the cost of customer goodwill loss, shipping and handling costs, and material and labor costs. The supplier who was responsible for the manufacturing of the product often bears most of the warranty costs. The manufacturer as the brand owner suffered due to the damage to his reputation and future market share for each nonconforming unit sold in the market. Thus, there may be some room for the partners to negotiate their shares of the quality costs.

In brief, few studies have been examined quality cost sharing among partners in a supply chain; most of them depend on a fixed rate of sharing. Moreover, no research examines the relationship between quality cost and revenue sharing in supply chains. Therefore, this study discusses this issue by developing the quality cost approach and then examines its relationship with revenue sharing.

**III. THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT**

**A. Developing the Quality Cost Approach**

Quality Cost is a powerful measurement system that translates the activities of a quality programme and quality improvement efforts into a monetary language that management and every stakeholder can understand and act upon. Quality cost concepts affect operating costs, profitability, and customer need [14], [15]. Many earlier studies investigated quality cost. They discussed the definition and classification of quality costs into categories. Some of them developed quality cost categories into models; each model had its features. Also, some studies investigated quality cost models, and classified them in groups. For example, [19] and [20] classified quality cost models into five groups; these were: (1) P-A-F (prevention, appraisal, and failure) model. (2) Crosby’s model which includes conformance and non-conformance cost. Some studies, e.g. [20] classified P-A-F model and Crosby’s model in one group because they describe the same categories. (3) Opportunity cost models which includes opportunity cost plus P-A-F, conformance and non-conformance cost, or intangibles (4) Process cost models, and (5) ABC (activity based costing) models which include value-added and non-value-added [19], [20].

Reference [16] shed light on six theories of quality cost models. These are: Juran’s model, Lesser’s contribution, P-A-F model, the economics of quality, business management and the cost of quality, and Juran’s revised model.

In spite of the multiplicity of quality cost models, the most applied models in practice are P-A-F model, and the original model of Juran that is known as the traditional cost of quality trade-off between prevention and appraisal costs on the one hand and failure costs on the other. The original model of Juran still provides a frame of reference for quality costs and quality improvement, although it is not very adequate for current manufacturing processes. Each company can edit its model for quality cost according to its needs because what is important in a company may not be important in another company. These differences among companies are resulting in the various quality cost structures. Therefore, there is not one basis can be used in comparing the results of different companies. However, the principles of the P-A-F model remain generally unchanged throughout the researched companies [14], [20].

Generally, most studies agree on the four categories of the quality costs, namely: (1) Prevention costs; are the cost of activities designed specifically to prevent poor quality. (2) Appraisal costs are the costs associated with evaluating and inspecting products to ensure conformance to quality standards. (3) Internal failure costs are the costs resulting from products not conforming to requirements that occur before the shipment to final customer, such as costs of scrap, reworking, retesting, re-inspection, or redesign. (4) The external failure costs are the costs resulting from products not conforming to requirements that occur after shipment to the final customer, which may indicate the cost of claims against warranty, replacement, and consequential losses, and evaluation of the
penalties incurred [14], [15], [21]. However, the newly inventions in the industrial age imposes many developments on management accounting. Products and processes will be sustainable. Products are reaching the end of their useful lives will reuse, remanufacture, and recycle. Therefore, products that can be reused either for the same purpose or for other purposes and the pressures to produce environmentally friendly products (Green products) that can be recycled are great motivations to develop quality cost approach in this paper. 

Recycle Cost is a new category has been developed in this research as a new vision of the relationship between quality costs and innovations in industries. Recycling is the process of manufacturing new products from a product that has originally served its purpose. Recycling is intended to rotate the product that can extract the valuable materials and then use them to produce new products. If these used products are disposed in an appropriate environmentally friendly way, the process of recycling has been set in motion. Therefore, recycling process is saving money while helping the environment. Products that are not recycled at the end of their life increasingly damage the environment, but remanufacturing products at the end of their life can generate new profits [6].

The recycling process begins at the suppliers by collection process. Waste management systems are classified into systems with recycling and systems without recycling. Systems with recycling can be distinguished by their predominated collection system [22]. Reference [6] defined four recycling channels for Personal Computers; these are: (1) Resale; Products that are no longer useful for the customer can be offered for resale in the secondhand market, (2) Exchange; some of the original manufacturers provide an opportunity for exchange. They collect old products when a customer purchases a new product, (3) Take back; other manufacturers offer a coupon for further purchases or free services in exchange for a used product, and (4) Scraping; if the products are of no further use, they are separated into component parts and recycled to enter new production systems.

Some studies referred to the cost of recycling as the collection costs, e.g. [23] who carried out cost effectiveness analysis of seven different scenarios of refuse a collection in New York. Other studies investigated the costs of different collection schemes of waste such as [22], [24], and [25]; they compared all relevant costs of the different options in collection and concluded the difference in cost between the methods is relatively small.

The cost of collection includes vehicle cost (which is split into fixed and variable cost), labour cost, tools, container cost and cost of other direct and indirect expenses to collect used products from source (customers) [25], [26]. In addition to the operational cost of collection and sorting, [27] added depreciation of assets and return on capital costs to compare system benefits. The study found that the net economic sustainability of the recycling of packaging waste is largely dependent on the type of packaging material recycled.

Similar to [23], the study considers the collection costs at supplier as the cost of recycling. Consequently, the recycle cost at supplier is estimated as a sum of direct and indirect costs of collection process.

In addition to the recycle cost at supplier, the cost of recycling process at the manufacturer contains three groups; (1) Purchasing cost which includes the price paid to the used products’ supplier, transport cost and commission, etc. (2) Quality cost of recycling which is referred in this study recycle cost at manufacturer. It includes sorting cost, inspection cost, refurbishing cost and waste disposal cost that incurred to throw useless components. The recycled product must be refurbished to certain quality standard. The core processes consist mainly of disassembly, cleaning, inspection, refurbishment, re-assembly and testing for quality control, etc. (3) Remanufacturing cost which includes variable costs and overhead manufacturing costs. Remanufacturing cost may be visible cost when the used components are manufactured in a separate production line. It could also be invisible or hidden, cost when the used and new components are added to the production line at the same time. Obviously, without quantifying the cost of recycling, the remanufacturing costs would have been considered a normal production cost. This classification depends on the type of material recycled (e.g. paper, glass, plastics, metals, mobile phone, computers, heavy machines, etc.) and the production method.

Some studies investigated the cost of recycling according to the type of material recycled, e.g. [28] aimed to minimize the total cost, including the total holding cost of keeping the recycled glass and loss cost due to the low valued glass in the manufacturing of a glass recycling factory in Taiwan. Reference [25] developed a comprehensive cost model to compare costs of various collection schemes of plastic packaging waste (their study focuses on two collection schemes), and concluded the difference in cost between the two methods is not significant in general. Reference [29] determined the global cheapest mixing and recycling scheme for a given chemical process using non-linear program formulation. Moreover, some studies investigated the cost of recycling and remanufacturing process, such as [30] examined the impact of “non-core” material recycling on system costs and diversion levels (where non-core materials are defined as materials with high material management costs and low levels of recyclability). The results show that removing non-core materials from the residential recycling program significantly decreased system costs without negatively impacting overall recycling rates. Reference [24] found that the costs of collection and treatment of waste were reduced with increasing recycling. Reference [31] argued that using the recycled components would reduce the cost of direct and indirect materials.

Reference [26] investigated full cost accounting framework to examine its ability in evaluating cost of the municipal solid waste services. They also expanded it by integrating externalities (i.e. environmental and social costs), to generate information on cost related aspects and sustainable deployment of resources and explore the capabilities in supporting improved decision making.
One important finding is excluded from the prior studies is that no study combines recycle cost with quality cost at manufacturer. Therefore, this study suggests that the recycle cost is a part of quality cost. Consequently, total quality cost at manufacturer is the sum of quality costs not related to recycling, i.e. prevention, appraisal, internal failure, and external failure costs, and quality cost related to recycling, i.e. recycle cost.

Considering a supply chain with one manufacturer and many suppliers, the total cost of quality in this supply chain is the sum of recycle cost at supplier and total quality cost at manufacturer. The Prevention-Appraisal-Failure-Recycle (PAFR) model is used to estimate quality costs in monetary terms.

Both manufacturer and supplier can exert effort to reduce quality cost and increase revenue sharing, hence making the overall supply chain more efficient. Therefore, this study measures quality cost at manufacturers and suppliers which may enable firms to manage revenue sharing in a supply chain.

B. The Impact of Quality Cost on Revenue Sharing in Supply Chain

Revenue sharing is a growing field of interest for many researchers and practitioners since the last decade. Revenue sharing is an effective mechanism for coordinating decisions in a supply chain. In supply chains, each partner seeks to maximize her/his own benefits. Therefore, incentives are a key mechanism to improve supply chain performance by aligning interests and decisions of all supply chain partners. Incentives lead to higher benefits for the entire supply chain. These incentives are imposed by the implementation of coordination contracts to improve supply chain efficiency, reduce the adverse impact of the double marginalization and improve firm social responsibility. A variety of contracts have been designed in the past few decades, such as revenue sharing, wholesale price, buy back, quantity flexibility, sales rebate, and quantity discount, among which the revenue sharing contract is the most widely used scheme in improving supply chain performance [6], [32], [33].

Revenue sharing contracts play an important role in the management of supply chains and coordinate supply chain decisions [34], [35]. In the literature, it was observed that a revenue sharing contract performs very well in terms of profit improvement under coordination and brings the highest benefit to the manufacturers [6]. Revenue sharing contracts enhance supply chain coordination and increase market share, for example using revenue sharing contracts in Blockbuster Inc. increased its market share from 24% in 1997 to 40% in 2002 [36]. Revenue sharing can work as an incentive mechanism in the agency problem across partners [37].

Reference [38] discussed the use of a shared savings contract (assuming a fixed share rate between a supplier and a manufacturer) that reduces indirect material consumption. However, they found that the goals of maximizing joint profits and minimizing consumption were generally not aligned. Surprisingly, a decrease in a cost parameter could lead to a decrease in total profits; it may be necessary to renegotiate the shared-savings contract to reap the benefits of a cost decrease.

Palsule-Desai [36] investigated the benefits of enhanced coordination by adopting revenue-dependent contracts as against revenue-independent contracts. The result indicated that supply chains could be perfectly coordinated using revenue sharing contracts. However, revenue-dependent revenue sharing contracts did not influence the supply chain profit function; but they affected the revenue sharing proportion. In this scene, this study takes into consideration the revenue sharing proportion and examines how extent it is affected by the quality costs at manufacturer and supplier.

Govindan & Popiuc [6] defined an analytical model to explore the implications of recycling on the reverse supply chain from an efficiency perspective for all participants in the process. The attention in [6] was directed on the take back channel under the assumption that for each recycled personal computer with remanufacturing value, the company offers the final customer a discount for a new purchase in the form of coupon to be used with his/her retailers. Their study show that performance improves and significant returns were realized for all supply chain partners in revenue sharing cases.

Like studies that assumed that quality costs are shared among partners in supply chain at a fixed rate (e.g. [2], [4], [38], [18]), some studies also assumed that the revenues are shared at a fixed rate, this assumption is widely adopted in the movie and video rental industry. For instance, Rentak, a distributor in the video rental industry, offers 45% of the revenue from a movie to the studio, 45% to a retailer, and retains the remaining 10% of the revenue [36]. Other studies stated that with revenue sharing contracts in supply chain there are two approaches; these are: (1) The spanning revenue sharing contract, where one partner takes the lead in forming contracts with each other partners in the supply chain. Therefore, each partner of the supply chain takes a fraction of the revenue realized by the leader. Supply chain is consisting of three partners, namely suppliers, manufacturers, and customers (and/or retailers). Under the revenue sharing contract, revenue generated by the manufacturer is to be shared among supply chain partners; and (2) The pair-wise revenue sharing contract, where contracts between all pairs of adjacent entities are installed to allocate a fraction of the revenue generated by each other [6], [39].

The roles of different partners in a supply chain in quality improvement were explored by some researchers, e.g. [17] which show that the manufacturer’s involvement can have a significant impact on the profits of both partners and of the supply chain as a whole. The manufacturer can convey the opportunity cost of external failure to the supplier by imposing penalties on the supplier’s poor quality [2]. As well, the manufacturer often takes the first step and designs the revenue sharing contract. When designing the contract, the manufacturer provides sufficient incentives for the suppliers so that the supplier accepts the contract. The incentive provided to the supplier to have her/his accept a contract is an increase in the revenue sharing proportion paid by the manufacturer to the supplier [3]. Therefore, each partner in
supply chain tries to maximize his own revenue and chooses the percentage of the revenue sharing accordingly. To investigate the impact of quality cost on the percentage of revenue sharing each partner in a supply chain, this study suggests the following: (1) The revenue-sharing proportion allocated to supplier increases as the recycle cost of supplier increases, (2) The revenue-sharing proportion allocated to manufacturer increases as the prevention and appraisal costs increase, as well as the failure costs, the recycle costs of manufacturer, and the recycle costs of suppliers decrease.

IV. RESEARCH METHOD

A. Explanatory Case Study

A single case study can investigate a contemporary phenomenon within its real life context, and provide multiple data sources [40]. The provided data have an emphasis on depth and quality, rather than population size [41]. Thus, this study conducts a case study to investigate the relationships between the quality costs and revenue sharing.

B. Data Sources

Data are collected using multiple sources. Internal reports of quality cost, the purchase statements, financial annual reports, manager observation in meetings, and the company website are the primary sources of data.

C. Case Study

A case study is performed of an Egyptian manufacturing company of Filters. It was established in 1958. It is specialized in manufacturing automotive and industrial filters such as fuel, gasoline, oil, air, panel, gas turbine, and other special filters, covering more than 1,500 types of filters, with a maximum capacity of 8,000,000 units per year.

Raw materials and components are purchased from the best international suppliers that ensuring the ultimate filtration, meeting safety requirements, and making robust, reliable, durable, and resilient filter. Currently, the company has six international suppliers, 17 local suppliers, and many dealers (its dealers are service-centers related to 28 big automotive manufacturing companies).

The case study’s vision is to become a competitive company by applying new technology and innovation, improve quality and meet customer needs and expectations. It has three production lines, Spin on filters line production for producing durable spin on oil and fuel filters with high technology deep drawing, forming special steel, and very efficient pleated paper, Cartridge filters line production for producing oil and fuel filters with highly efficiently pleated paper, and high technology assembly system. This production line can produce cartridge element for oil and fuel applications, and Air filters line production for producing all air filter types; heavy-duty, panel and radial sealing.

In the case study, quality starts by accurately using selected raw materials and components, passing through multilayer audits and inspection procedures, including all production processes. These processes ensure the quality of all materials and components used in producing the filters. Fig. 1 illustrates the product life cycle in the case study, which starts with raw material extraction from disassembled parts and new material and components, and goes through component production, assembly, quality control and finishing, and marketing and distribution to customers for usage and disposal at product end-of-life. The supplier then purchases the disposal products from customers and sorting them to sell to the manufacturer.

![Fig. 1 Product life cycle in the case study](image-url)

The quality cost model (P-A-F-R) is estimated in the case study for the year 2011–2014 at the filters’ company, which prevention costs have many components: industrial security, training, insurance, wages and salaries of quality assurance, maintenance of inspection machines, quality engineering, and planning, and engineering design.

The company considers sorting and inspection costs as prevention costs, but we deduct them from the prevention costs and add them to recycle cost of manufacturer. Appraisal costs have the following components: wage of inspectors, depreciation of laboratory machines, materials used in inspection, and other appraisal costs. Internal failure cost includes scrap, waste in material, rework, and repackaging. External failure cost includes sales returns, delay penalties, costs of studying customer complaints, compensations, and claims expenses.

As mentioned before, [6] referred to four kinds of recycling product in supply chain; resale, exchange, take back, and scraping. In this case study, one kind of recycling is found, where the recycling product is dependent on separation the old product into component parts and recycled to enter new production systems (scraping). The company also purchases old components from component providers and recycled them. Therefore, the recycle cost at manufacturer includes sorting, inspection, and refurbishing costs. Currently, the company considers the refurbishing costs as a part of production cost. We determine these remanufacturing costs to be a part of recycle cost at manufacturer. The recycle cost at supplier includes disassembled parts cost. It is calculated through deducting the percentage of contribution margin in this industry (20%) from the purchase costs that appear in the accounting books of manufacturer. The result is the cost of disassembled parts that assumed in this study to be equal collection cost, i.e. recycle cost at supplier. On the other hand, the percentage of revenue sharing for each partner is calculated by dividing her/his revenue over the total revenue of manufacturer plus the revenue of suppliers that they obtain from the manufacturer.
### D. The Results and Analysis

Table I shows the result of applying the quality cost model (P-A-F-R). The results appear the percentage of each category in quality costs in detail and in total.

**TABLE I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quality Cost</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>2014</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Prevention costs:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial security</td>
<td>0.14%</td>
<td>0.02%</td>
<td>0.11%</td>
<td>0.09%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training</td>
<td>4.17%</td>
<td>0.20%</td>
<td>0.11%</td>
<td>0.10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance</td>
<td>2.15%</td>
<td>0.88%</td>
<td>1.20%</td>
<td>1.07%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wages and salaries of quality assurance</td>
<td>0.37%</td>
<td>0.31%</td>
<td>0.46%</td>
<td>1.10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance of inspection machines</td>
<td>2.16%</td>
<td>2.36%</td>
<td>3.11%</td>
<td>2.78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality engineering and planning</td>
<td>1.33%</td>
<td>2.36%</td>
<td>1.07%</td>
<td>0.70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>9.24%</td>
<td>14.50%</td>
<td>6.94%</td>
<td>6.13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Appraisal costs:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wage of inspectors</td>
<td>1.66%</td>
<td>3.17%</td>
<td>3.45%</td>
<td>3.77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depreciation of laboratory machines</td>
<td>3.60%</td>
<td>3.00%</td>
<td>2.79%</td>
<td>2.87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Materials used in inspection</td>
<td>0.05%</td>
<td>0.06%</td>
<td>0.05%</td>
<td>0.03%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>0.12%</td>
<td>0.27%</td>
<td>0.10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>5.31%</td>
<td>10.43%</td>
<td>6.56%</td>
<td>6.77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Internal failure cost:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scrap</td>
<td>1.98%</td>
<td>1.28%</td>
<td>1.12%</td>
<td>1.45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waste in material</td>
<td>10.78%</td>
<td>10.36%</td>
<td>12.02%</td>
<td>9.98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rework</td>
<td>0.02%</td>
<td>0.04%</td>
<td>0.09%</td>
<td>0.48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repackaging</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>0.03%</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>12.78%</td>
<td>19.26%</td>
<td>13.22%</td>
<td>11.91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>External failure cost:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Returns</td>
<td>24.48%</td>
<td>32.74%</td>
<td>23.01%</td>
<td>28.73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delay penalties</td>
<td>1.66%</td>
<td>1.14%</td>
<td>0.33%</td>
<td>4.57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costs of studying customer complaints</td>
<td>0.12%</td>
<td>0.03%</td>
<td>0.02%</td>
<td>0.06%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compensations</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>0.89%</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claims expenses</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>0.60%</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>26.26%</td>
<td>55.81%</td>
<td>23.97%</td>
<td>34.85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Recycle cost at manufacturer:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sorting</td>
<td>0.84%</td>
<td>0.14%</td>
<td>0.24%</td>
<td>0.08%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inspection</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>2.81%</td>
<td>1.68%</td>
<td>1.32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refurbishing</td>
<td>6.77%</td>
<td>18.08%</td>
<td>6.86%</td>
<td>5.64%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>9.41%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>7.04%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Recycle cost at supplier:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disassembled parts cost</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total quality costs</strong></td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tables II and III show the ratio of quality costs to total production cost and the ratio of quality costs to sales revenue at manufacturer and supply chain respectively. Whereas several studies, e.g. [15], [42] indicated that quality cost may represent 30 percent of total manufacturing costs, this case study provides that quality costs (includes recycle cost in the supply chain) fall somewhere between five and six percent of total costs.

Reference [42] estimated that quality cost is between approximately 15% and 25% of total sales in any organization. Reference [15] found that overall quality cost in a supply chain was approximately 1.25% of the sales revenue, and [43] estimated the quality costs to be 6.6% of sales revenue, the findings in this study show that the quality cost in the supply chain is between four and five percent of total sales.

**TABLE II**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ratio of quality costs</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>2014</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ratio of quality costs to total costs</td>
<td>6.93%</td>
<td>7.72%</td>
<td>6.33%</td>
<td>7.47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio of quality costs to sales revenue</td>
<td>5.46%</td>
<td>6.15%</td>
<td>5.39%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To examine the relationships among the quality cost categories, a Pearson correlation test is performed. As shown in Table IV, there is a strong statistically significant correlation between prevention cost and recycle cost at manufacturer (Correlation coefficient = 0.970, p < 0.05). There is also a strong statistically significant correlation between internal failure cost and recycle cost at manufacturer (Correlation coefficient = 0.997, p < 0.05). Further, there are negative relationships between recycle cost at supplier and all other quality cost categories (Correlation coefficients are negatives, p > 0.05). Otherwise, the correlations are not statistically significant between other categories of quality costs. Likewise, Figs. 2 (a), (b) illustrate the relations among all categories of quality cost in the case study.

![Fig. 2 (a) the relations among quality cost categories](image1)

![Fig. 2 (b) the relations among quality cost categories during 2011-2014](image2)
The results show that the correlation is not statistically significant between prevention and appraisal costs on one hand and failure costs on the other hand (Correlation coefficient = 0.537, p > 0.05). As well, there is not a statistically significant correlation between prevention and appraisal costs on one hand and recycle costs at both manufacturer and supplier on the other hand (Correlation coefficient = 0.756, p > 0.05). Further, there is not a statistically significant correlation between failure costs on one hand and recycle costs on the other hand (Correlation coefficient = 0.946, p > 0.05). As well, there is not a statistically significant correlation between prevention and appraisal costs on one hand and failure costs on the other hand (Correlation coefficient = 0.756, p > 0.05). Further, there is not a statistically significant correlation between failure costs on one hand and recycle costs on the other hand (Correlation coefficient = 0.946, p > 0.05). The results also show a statistically significant correlation between the percentages of revenue sharing for international suppliers and local suppliers (Correlation coefficient = 0.998, p < 0.05). Otherwise, the correlations among quality cost categories (prevention & appraisal, failure, and recycle costs) and the percentage of revenue sharing for both international and local suppliers are negative and not statistically significant (all Correlation coefficients are negatives, p > 0.05). Furthermore, there is a weak positive correlation and not statistically significant between the percentage of revenue sharing for manufacturer and the quality cost categories. Finally, there are negative correlations and strong statistically significant between the percentage of revenue sharing for manufacturer and the percentage of revenue sharing for both international (Correlation coefficient = -1.000, p < 0.05) and local suppliers (Correlation coefficient = -0.999, p < 0.05).

Fig. 3 illustrates the relations between quality cost categories each other.
There are negative correlations between recycle cost at supplier and all other quality cost categories. Thus, the quality cost at manufacturer (prevention, appraisal, failure, and recycle costs) decreases as the quality cost at supplier (recycle cost at supplier) increases and vice versa. Further, the stronger negative correlation is between recycle cost at supplier and external failure cost (Correlation coefficient = -0.755, p < 0.05).

As shown in Table IV, a positive correlation exists between prevention and appraisal costs on one hand and internal and external failure costs on the other hand, this finding is align with [21]. In spite of this result is not consistent with the general assumptions of the PAF model, e.g. [44], which assumed that an inverse relationship between the prevention and appraisal costs on one hand and the failure costs on the other hand should exist; i.e. when the prevention and appraisal costs increase, the internal and external failure costs are expected to decrease. Similarly, some studies, e.g. [19], reported that as prevention costs increase, appraisal and failure costs will decrease.

As well, a positive correlation exists between prevention and appraisal cost on one hand, and recycle cost on the other hand. Thus, the prevention and appraisal costs increase as the recycle costs increase. This result can be explained logically, where the company maintains its product at an acceptable level of quality, it must spend more costs to prevent pad quality and discover the potential pad quality. Further, there is a positive correlation between failure costs and recycle costs at both manufacturer and suppliers. Therefore, the failure costs increase as the recycle costs increase. This finding implicitly indicates that the recycled components are not in the same quality as the new components; maybe the case study in this paper cannot reach to the acceptable quality of recycled components, or there are other troubles in manufacturing processes. When asking the financial manager of the company, he referred to the political situations during this period that led to many troubles in business activities. The results also show a strong statistically significant relationship between the percentage of revenue sharing for international suppliers and local suppliers. This result ensures all suppliers, either international or local, have attitudes towards the percentage of revenue sharing, i.e. when the percentage of revenue sharing for international suppliers increase, the percentage of revenue sharing for local suppliers are expected to increase and vice versa.

Table VI provides the Pearson correlation among quality cost categories and the percentage of revenue sharing for each partner.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>%P + A</th>
<th>Pearson Correlation</th>
<th>%P + A</th>
<th>Pearson Correlation</th>
<th>%RC</th>
<th>Pearson Correlation</th>
<th>%International Suppl.</th>
<th>Pearson Correlation</th>
<th>%Local Suppl.</th>
<th>Pearson Correlation</th>
<th>%Manuf. share</th>
<th>Pearson Correlation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sig (2-tailed)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sig (2-tailed)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sig (2-tailed)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sig (2-tailed)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sig (2-tailed)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sig (2-tailed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.946</td>
<td>.756</td>
<td>- .596</td>
<td>-.576</td>
<td>.404</td>
<td>.424</td>
<td>.588</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.054</td>
<td>.537</td>
<td>-.359</td>
<td>-.347</td>
<td>.641</td>
<td>.653</td>
<td>.354</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.054</td>
<td>.463</td>
<td>-.625</td>
<td>-.581</td>
<td>.817</td>
<td>.646</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.424</td>
<td>.463</td>
<td>.375</td>
<td>.419</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.588</td>
<td>.607</td>
<td>-.598</td>
<td></td>
<td>.998</td>
<td>-1.000**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.412</td>
<td>.646</td>
<td>.393</td>
<td></td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
suppliers decreases. On the other side, there is a weak positive correlation between quality cost and the percentage of revenue sharing for manufacturer, i.e. whenever the quality cost increases, the percentage of revenue sharing for manufacturer increases.

In brief, this study suggests that the revenue sharing proportion allocated to supplier increases as the recycle cost of supplier increases. However, the result does not support this suggestion. We find a very weak correlation between the recycle cost at suppliers and the percentage of revenue sharing of suppliers. As well, the second suggestion in this study is that the revenue-sharing proportion allocated to manufacturer increases as the prevention and appraisal costs increase, as well as the failure costs, the recycle costs of manufacturer, and the recycle costs of suppliers decrease. However, the results are mixed; the revenue sharing proportion allocated to manufacturer has strong positive relation with prevention costs as we suggest, i.e. the revenue sharing proportion allocated to manufacturer increases as the prevention costs increase. Unlike the suggestion in this paper; it has positive relations with internal failure and recycle costs of manufacturer, but not strong. Further, it also has weak positive relations with appraisal and external failure costs. Finally, and align with the suggestion in this paper, the revenue sharing proportion allocated to manufacturer increases as recycle costs of supplier decrease, but this relation is very weak. Table VII summarizes the important results of this study.

### TABLE VII

#### SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS

| The revenue sharing proportion allocated to supplier ↑ as: | - the recycle cost of supplier ↑ (very weak relation)  
| --- | --- |
| | - the revenue-sharing proportion allocated to manufacturer ↓ (very strong relation)  
| The revenue-sharing proportion allocated to manufacturer ↑ as: | - prevention costs ↑ (strong relation)  
| | - internal failure ↑ (not strong relation)  
| | - recycle costs of manufacturer ↑ (not strong relation)  
| | - appraisal costs ↑ (weak relation)  
| | - external failure costs ↑ (weak relation)  
| | - recycle costs of supplier ↓ (very weak relation)  

**VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS**

This paper discusses new development of quality cost approach, and offers a potential methodology to measure supply chain quality costs, as well as links recycle costs into a common quality cost model.

The author’s quality cost model (PAFR) includes prevention, appraisal, failure, and recycle cost. Recycling extracts raw materials from items that might otherwise be considered trash and converts them into new products. Therefore, recycle costs include sorting cost, inspection cost, refurbishing cost and disposal cost that incurred to throw useless components. The PAFR model is used to estimate quality costs in monetary terms. Then, the impact of quality cost on revenue sharing between the partners in the supply chain is examined.

The impact of implementing quality cost systems on the increasing profit of any organization is obvious [19]. Although many studies examined supply chain and its effects on product cost and quality, to date no research to the best of the author's knowledge in managerial accounting has investigated the quality cost and its effects on the revenue sharing. Revenue sharing can motivate business entities to engage and continue in a supply chain.

This study carries out the quality cost estimation for the year 2011–2014 at filters’ company as a part in a supply chain. The main products in this case study include oil filter, fuel filter, air filter, eco filter, and special applications. The results indicated that (1) the preventive cost is increasing as the recycle cost at manufacturer is increasing and vice versa, (2) the internal failure cost is increasing as the recycle cost at manufacturer is increasing and vice versa, (3) the quality cost at manufacturer (prevention, appraisal, failure, and recycle costs) decreases as the quality cost at supplier (recycle cost at supplier) increases and vice versa, (4) surprisingly, a positive correlation exists between prevention and appraisal costs on one hand and internal and external failure costs on the other hand, (5) the prevention and appraisal costs increase as the recycle costs increase, and (6) the failure costs increase as the recycle costs increase.

Under revenue sharing, the following results are found; (1) a very weak correlation between the percentage of revenue sharing of suppliers and the recycle cost at suppliers, and (2) the revenue sharing proportion allocated to manufacturer has strong positive relation with prevention costs, the revenue sharing proportion allocated to manufacturer has positive relations with internal failure and recycle costs of manufacturer, but not strong. Further, it also has weak positive relations with appraisal and external failure costs. Finally, the revenue sharing proportion allocated to manufacturer increases as recycle costs of supplier decrease, but this relation is very weak.

In sum, the results of the case study show that the prevention cost, internal failure cost, and recycle cost at both manufacturer and suppliers play significant roles in the revenue sharing in a supply chain.

This study has a few limitations. It used a case study which focused on a manufacturer to gain insight about the percentage of revenue sharing between partners in a supply chain and the effect of quality costs on revenue sharing, whereas future research could apply this research work on other companies. Although exploratory case study gives deep and robust results, these results cannot be generalized unless more research. Therefore, further research is needed to explore the relations between quality costs and revenue sharing in many companies and within other type of industries and supply chains. In fact, this study provides valuable opportunities for future studies, e.g. the effect of reduction in quality costs (include recycle costs) on the asset turnover ratio is needed to examine. Further, this study does not investigate hidden external failure quality costs; future work can examine this issue.
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